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EnviroMaster™ 6 HEPA
The EnvrioMaster™ 6 is equipped
with a 1 HP motor. It is lightweight, easy to transport and
ultra compact, makes the it ideal
for use in small and confined
areas.

specifications
Vacuum Motor:
110 Volt, 1 Stage 1HP
Sound Level: 69dB
Power Cord:
33 Ft, 3 Wire Grounded
Safety Yellow
Recovery Capacity: 6 Quarts

The size of this vacuum makes it
excellent for removal of hazardous
waste in hospitals, clean rooms,
laboratories or wherever air and
dust pollutants exist.

CT-6 (487457) with 11/4” Tool Kit

CT-6

The vacuum body is molded of
polypropylene plastic that won’t
dent or crack and is resistant to
chemical attack.
The filtration system consists of a
a lifetime filter, HEPA filter and
disposable paper filter bag.

specifications
Motor:
120 Volt, 2 Stage 1.5 HP
Air-Thru; 120 CFM - Waterlift 97”
Current: 9.6 AMPS
Sound Level: 69dB
Capacity: 10 Qts - P307A
Capacity: 6 Qts - P307AJR
Power Cord: 50 Ft Extension
Tool Kit Includes:
3-1 Stretch Hose (2 Ft to 6 Ft)
2 Pc Aluminum Wand; Crevice Tool;
Upholstery Tool; Carpet Tool;
Round Dusting Brush

It is equipped with a 33 Ft 3 wire
grounded power cord that is
removable.

Includes 11/4” Tool Kit:
Telescopic Wand (459364)
Curved Elbow Wand (459399)
9 Ft Vinyl Hose (460052)
Dusting Brush (458341)
Plastic Crevice Tool (458333)
Plastic Floor Tool (459356)

Probe™ / Probe Jr Backpack
P307A

P307A-14 (423238)
with 14” Dry Tool Kit
P307A-16 (424773)
with 16” Dry Tool Kit

P307AJR-14 (458856)
with 14” Dry Tool Kit

Lightweight, compact and quiet,
the Probe™ is designed for user
comfort with a operating weight
of only 11 lbs.

Elastic holder on harness holds
the tools for ease of access and
storage.

The molded hi-density polyethylene tank and frame with cord
wrap, won't dent and is corrosion
resistant.

The four layer filtration system
consists of micro cloth, micro
bag, motor filter and dual cell
noise filter to maintain maximum
cleaning efficiency, clean air environment and reduced noise level.

Molded top with holdown clamps
on the Probe™ and Probe™ Jr
with screw-on top ensures a positive vacuum seal and easy access
to filter and motor.

Top fill design reduces clogging
and allows the filter bag to reach
maximum fill capacity.

Ergonomically designed frame
with lumbar support reduces
back fatigue, especially during
extended operation.

Convenience outlet is
built-in for use with
an electric power
nozzle (426229)
to deep clean
carpets.

The padded shoulder straps and
kidney belt adjusts for operators
comfort.
P307JR
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